#HamEast Meeting Minutes 2/24

Present: Erika, Kevin, Austin, Chloe, Amber, Mark, Amy, Brandon, James, Anna
Start Time: 8:00 End Time: 8:59

1. General Council Announcements
   - Budget guy did the budget thing
   - Will make copies of the budget paper

2. T-Shirt Money
   - Chloe will order and get the money from Hayden

3. The Basement Show 7th at 7
   - Hero trip on Saturday at 2 to make big sign
   - PA System from the Hero— Mark will pick this up on the 7th before 3:30 with 2 mics
   - 10 pizzas from costco?? Kevin will order the thing— 4 cheese, 4 pep, 2 meat— pick up on the 7th at 6— THANKS AMY, KEVIN, AMBER, HAYDEN PROBABLY
   - Liters of both carbonated and non carbonated drinks
   - Set up at 5 pm

4. Pub Night Friday at 7
   - Pub Trivia— 6 rounds of 10 questions
     — Themes for rounds???
     — Chloe is in charge with Tabitha and Austin
     — Pens and Pencils
     — Candy in mugs?? or Nah?? Candy- $25
   - Poker Tourney— prizes???????? mugs
   - Pool Tourney
     — Casey will do the thing after this meeting
     — Lilly from HamWest is in charge
- We are going to dress up!!!!! White top, black bottom
- Set up at 5pm, take down whenever it's down
- Can anyone sketch out an outline of the Ham Basement
- Erika is thinking about making a big sign to flip around
- Music?? Lil Speakers
- Christmas lights from the hero???
- Yes for backdrops— Thursday @ 2— Brandon, Mark, Chloe

5. Spring ideas???
   — Scavenger hunt
   — Earth day?? Educational??
   — Writing workshops

Action items- look throughout

Delta Plus— Finished early
   Stayed on task, got a lot done